
Volyn Fund Company

Agricultural equipment. Service. Spare parts



ABOUT COMPANY

We present a wide range of commodities and service, which necessary needed 
our farmers. Today, the scope of activities can be divided into the few following 
areas:

 - import agricultural machinery selling;

 - guarantee service and after-sales service;

 - spare parts selling.

Reliability, quality and professionalism – is the basic principles of our work.



OUR MISSION

Nowadays 
technology! 

Quick and 
quality 
service!

Best world 
agricultural 

machinery and 
spare parts!



OUR VALUES

OUR CLIENTS (customers) know everything what we do (is 
middle center of knowledge what we do).
   
Our client is our main value. The future and company 
success depends on maximizing customer satisfaction new 
modern technology, high quality and quick professional 
service and spare parts provision (providing).

OUR EMPLOYEE - is the basis of our success.
Every employee –is our most valuable persons, regardless of 
appointment.
Our reliable partners are the clue of our success.
   

Reability, responsibility, sincerity, trusty, honesty, integrity, 
efficiency, development and innovate – the basis for 
achieving effective and mutually beneficial cooperation with 
PARTNERS and doing our business success.

Our 
clients

Our 
employee

Our 
partners



HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT

Volyn Fund Company» started your own activities in 1993. The company immediately proved as a reliable dealer in the Ukrainian market, offering a wide range of foreign machines.

 In 1994, our company received official dealer of «MTZ» (Belarus) and the company «Gomselmash» (Belarus).
In 2001 the company received the official dealer of «Red Star» (Ukraine) as well as an exclusive dealer «Unia Group» (Poland), offering Ukrainian market of different tillage machines and sowing grain, precision drilling 
seeders, spreaders of mineral and organic manure, garden shredders and field, haying, field and garden sprayers.
2003 - «Volyn Fund Company» started working as the official dealer «Kuhn S.A.» (France) - the world’s leading producer of tillage, planting techniques, manure, haying and livestock, field sprayers, municipal 
engineering.
Within a short time, 2006, the company started cooperate with the exclusive dealer combines the known world manufacturer «Laverda» (Italy), introducing the domestic market high-quality hay and forage. In the same 
year start partnerships with the company «Montana» (Brazil) too - a famous leading Latin American producer of self-propelled sprayers.
With increasing sales agricultural technology company decides to expand own operations and in 2006 opened offices in cities, such as Kyiv, Odesa, Vinnytsia, Dnipropetrovsk, Poltava. In the same year, the company 
started working as an exclusive dealer «Meprozet» (Poland) - producer dung barrels.
In 2009 VFK started cooperation with the company «Mara» (Italy), offering Ukrainian consumers different models of laser planners ground. A year later, «Volyn Fund Company» is an official dealer of «Deutz Fahr» 
(Germany), which produced modern tractors, combines, balers and loaders.
2011, the company begin cooperating with an authorized dealer of well-known foreign manufacturers agricultural technology as «Agrex» (Italy), «Teejet» (USA), «Falc» (Italy) and dealer of world famous corporation 
«Agco» which presented to Ukrainian market new competitive technologies.
 In 2012, the period starts cooperation with world famous brand «Challenger» (USA), owned by the corporation «AGCO», which considered one of the leading brands of agricultural machinery. All technique, which 
create by the name «Challenger» has proved a concept as «quality», «reliability» and advanced technology for a long time.
Every year, the cooperation «Volyn Fund Company» with new partners takes new horizons. Thus, in 2013 our team of professionals has taken such brands as «Fendt» (Germany), «Massey Ferguson» (USA) and 
«Agrisem International» (France). Technology all this brands – is a primary class performance and comfort.
In 2015, a list of partners «VFK» continues to grow. So step by step we worked in a Ukrainian market and started working with brands, as a «Araj» (Poland), «Metal Erg» (Poland) and «Dominoni» (Italy). They provide a 
careful guaranty service, and sell their products in countries of the European Union and Eastern Europe.
Volyn Fund Company» became the official dealer for the sale of equipment and spare parts «Merlo», as well as «Fella».
In 2016, the company also became the exclusive official dealer for the sale of twine and netwrap
 «Bezalin», as well as the official dealer for the sale of high-tech lubricants «Total».
In 2017 «Volyn Fund Company» has become the official distributor of «Agrinol» fuels and lubricants.
For the «Volyn Fund Company», 2019 proved to be quite fruitful in establishing new partnerships. In particular, our company has become the official distributor of «MOL» lubricants. In the same year, our company 
presented to customers a wide range of batteries of the following brands: «Varta», «TAB», «AutoPart», «Vesna», «Topla», as well as a range of car care brands «Vinso» and «Zolex».



REPRESENTATIVE MAP “VFC”

Dnipro

Odesa

Lutsk

Vinnytsia

Poltava

Zhytomyr

Kyiv

Khmelnytskyi

Western branch

Khmelnytsky branch

Zhytomyr branch

Vinnytsia branch

Kyiv branch

Poltava branch

Dnieper branch

Odessa branch

Branch
Service center
spare parts warehouse
Exhibition area
Sales o�ce and service support

The structure of the company’s branches includes several areas and has the following staff:

branch director;
5-8 agricultural machinery sales managers;
2 spare part sales managers;
2 service engineers.



OUR PARTNERS

Brand “Massey Ferguson” is a part of great corporation AGCO. “Massey Ferguson” started his work line with more powerful 
modern technique and uses it all over the world. Brand, whose history had more than 150 years, held a reputation as a one of 
the leading brands of agricultural machinery. Company “Massey Ferguson” was founded in 1847 by D. Massey. Activities of the 
company started working with the production of mechanical threshers. 

Polish company “UNIA GROUP” is a leading manufacturer of agricultural machinery in Europe. The establishment of a 
successful enterprise was in 1882 and inseparably linked with the name of a talented engineer - Augustus Ventnitskoho. Today, 
quality and powerful technique produced at four plants (Grudsentz, Slupsk, Kutno, Brzeg) and exported to 60 countries. The 
products made strong Swedish steel through and uses a new technologies, including laser treatment.

Company «Agrisem International» since 20 years creates unique machines. Famous French engineering company is determined 
high efficiency and low emissions. Farming recognized worldwide company «Agrisem International» allows working in the most 
difficult conditions, spending not so much fuel. A wide range brand products is cultivators, mechanical and pneumatic drills.

Company “Dominoni” – is a world-famous company which has been in the production of corn harvesters since half a century. 
Their production appeared as sunflower and forage header. Today, 90% of production realized on the international market, 
while the rest - 10% are for domestic sales.

Company «Meprozet» is the largest companies in Poland and one of the European largest producers for dung barrels of liquid 
manure. The origins of the company date back to the 1960s last century. Since 1972, the company expands theirs operations 
under the name «Meprozet». Today, the company employs about 200 people. Every year the company presents new solutions 
regarding technology for application of liquid manure at famous national international exhibitions, where they enjoy great 
demand.



OUR PARTNERS

Egritech is a Ukrainian manufacturer of agricultural machinery for harvesting and transporting grain crops. Together with the 
British engineering company Gartech Group, Egritech have developed a better solution to increase the efficiency of grain 
logistics in Ukraine. Each model of Egritech agricultural machinery is a unique business solution, carried out according to 
individual budgets and international standards. Considering the maximum permeability, the load on the equipment, the feature 
of basing the objects of grain storage and the landscape of the field.

FALC was established in 1960 in order to produce a completely new and innovative agricultural machine, the digging machine. 
At present FALC has 6 main assembly lines where 70 different models of machines, divided into 250 versions, are manufactured. 
These machines are suitable for 20 to 200 HP tractors. The production includes: digging machines, rotary tillers, power harrows, 
shredders, rotary ploughs, hydraulic forklifts for tractors.

Born in the 70’s of the past century, the brand Eurospand has always stood out with success for the special attention paid to 
produce and supply professional fertilizer spreaders characterized by structural sturdiness, precision of distribution, resistance 
to corrosion, continuous and constant technical innovation, making these features the core of its way of thinking. After a 
corporate change of ownership in the mid 90’s, OMB introduced a new commercial range of machines into the market: the 
Cavallo Line. 

MARA designs, manufactures, and sells laser and GPS land leveling machines. Founded in 1986, the company continues its 
technological evolution at the service of its customers’ productivity by offering the right products for every task. MARA produces 
24 models of levelers, 7 push graders, and 5 scrapers. With its latest generation of machines, MARA production combines high 
capacity to quickly work the soil with contained power tractors, and boasts reliability and superior quality.



OUR PARTNERS

«TotalEnergies» is a leading international oil and gas company represented in more than 130 countries. In addition, the company 
is also a world-class manufacturer of chemical products, that is, it truly unites oil refining and petrochemistry in one organization. 
A separate area of activity of the company «TotalEnergies» is the development of a full range of products, specially significant 
for agricultural machinery and equipment. Reliable, practical and economical solutions offered by «TotalEnergies» meet the 
requirements of the agro-industrial sector. Total Agri lubricants ensure flawless operation and long service life of components 
and units of agricultural machines.

CHAMPION LUBRICANTS was founded in 1955 and has since established itself as a manufacturer that is 100% focused 
on lubricants. Champion products line includes special lubricants for agricultural machinery (STOU / UTTO), transmission 
and hydraulic oils, greases and antifreeze/coolants. All products are designed to make your equipment work with maximum 
efficiency. For newer cars, Champion offers special oils for high-power engines that meet the most stringent environmental 
requirements.

«Agrinol» specializes in the manufacture of high-quality lubricants  of the widest range possible. Since its founding, the company 
has been fully and entirely committed to the profound study and development of the production and quality control technologies 
for all of the products manufactured by it.  Since 2009, «Agrinol» Company is a member of the European Lubricating Grease 
Institute - ELGI founded in 1989 and focused on scientific activities in the area of tribology and lubricants. Since 2012, the 
Company is a member of the National Lubricating Grease Institute — NLGI, USA. Quality is the starting point of the Company’s 
business. «Agrinol» is confident that increasing the quality of the products will enhance customer loyalty to the brand.

«TeeJet Technologies» Company is a world leader in precision application components and control system technologies. 
The company produces a wide range of products, including light navigation systems, spraying control systems, ISOBUS-
compatible work computers / controllers and other precision farming components. Today, TeeJet Technologies offers innovative 
and industry-leading high-quality equipment at an attractive price.

«BEZALIN S.A.» is a leading manufacturer of polypropylene twine and bale nets. It all started with a small private workshop, 
founded in the mid-19th century, which produced ropes from natural fibres with the simplest methods. Over the years it developed 
into a modern manufacturing company applying the latest technologies and the whole wealth of its long-time experience in the 
industry. «Bezalin» is ISO 9001:2000 certified, which is the confirmation of trustworthiness and reliability of the company. The 
range of articles is regularly updated and extended with new solutions in response to Customers’ needs.



«VARTA» was established in 1904 as a subsidiary of the Accumulatoren-Fabrik AFA (AFA) in Berlin and Hagen in Westphalia. 
AFA was acquired by Günther Kwandt after the First World War and VARTA’s business expanded significantly. The company 
was a manufacturer of batteries and accumulators for the Wehrmacht, submarines and the Luftwaffe during World War II.

1982 marked the beginning of the work of the Polish company «Autopart», which manufactures car batteries. It is part of the 
leading companies for the manufacture of batteries. The technology of manufacturing batteries is based on the Barton method, 
which consists in the application of lead oxide in the spraying process. In turn, at the output we get the parameters that were 
set initially. In the process of manufacturing a battery, there is a strict quality control of equipment and in turn the battery.

«TAB» Company was founded in 1965 as a subsidiary of Rudnik Mežica Holding in the region, where various types of lead 
mining and processing activities have been carried out for 350 years. For the first 15 years, «TAB» was a licensed partner of 
TUDOR, Sweden. Today, «TAB» manufactures a wide range of lead-acid VRLA, AGM and VRLA gel batteries in 3 different 
industries, employing about 700 people.

Ukrainian-Polish Joint Venture «Winso» is a leading European manufacturer of fragrances, automotive chemicals and 
cosmetics. The company’s entry into the Ukrainian and European markets was marked by undeniable success. Impeccable 
quality, attractive price in combination with modern dynamic design allowed the products of «Winso» Company to become one 
of the leaders in its segment. The range of products includes more than 5,000 items, which, without a doubt, are able to meet 
the highest requirements of true connoisseurs of cars. Also under the brand «Winso» are already available a variety of car 
accessories.

«Zollex» is a trademark of ZOLLEKS AVTO d.o.o. offers a wide range of automotive parts, as well as automotive chemicals 
(currently the main profile of the company). Under its own brand name, the company offers products of both European and 
Asian origin. All products fully comply with the requirements set out in ISO / TS. Zollex Commercial and Industrial Group was 
founded in 2005. Its main direction was the development, production and sale of automotive products for various purposes.

OUR PARTNERS



SERVICE EQUIPMENT

 Appropriate service equipment is a “hallmark” for “Volyn Fond 
Company”. Powerful and mobile service, our company provides an 
appropriate range of services: pre-selling equipment, (check and start 
to exploitation), guarantee, post guarantee maintenance and repair, 
setting and adjusting machines for high-performance operation. 
Thus, our customers get the full maximum results from the acquired 
technology. Service, quality and quick repairs are most important 
strategic tasks for VFK.

Collaboration with customers “VFK” not completed since the acquisition 
of a unit. This is the start of a fruitful and effective cooperation. Our 
employees are always interested in customer satisfaction levels and 
are ready to resolve any issues as soon as possible. Every selling 
machinery s accompanied free training operators (combine, tractor, 
engineers) that enable them to quickly master high-tech machines 
and avoid the problems of exploitation.



SERVICE EQUIPMENT

The company offers customers the following services:
Pre-sale preparation and repair / used equipment;
Running technique to work;
Conduct routine inspection equipment troubleshooting;
Conducting computer diagnostics:
Holding «defects»: planned and unplanned;
Preparation and installation of equipment for long-term storage;
Additional complete new equipment;
The guarantee instruments;
Paid repair;
Repair of equipment directly on the field;
Repair of equipment at the client; 
Additional Services:
Quickly delivery of spare parts and consumables;
Providing technical advice;
Refilling conditioners;
Training for operators of equipment;
Repair of engines and gearboxes changing speeds foreign;
Check the hydraulic system and failure detection.



SPARE PARTS

OUR COMPANY HAS WIDE RANGE MODERN SPARE PARTS, AS A: 

“VFC” provides realization spare 
parts all range of agricultural 
machinery of leading world 
companies.



FINANCIAL

VFC” realize machinery selling, while assistance in registration bank loans or leasing contracts. 
Today, the company has concluded agreements about cooperation in implementing agricultural 
involving bank loans and leasing, providing machinery loans on special terms:

Rate financing; 
for  12  month from  0,75%
for 24  month from  3,75% 
for  36  month from  5,55% 
for 48  month from  6,8%
for  60  month from  7,6%

Advance 0%* - 50%
Term financing: since 60  month
Currency: hryvna
Time fee: from 0%  the amount of credit
Repayment schedule: classic, seasonal, annuity

We offer favorable conditions 
for the development of your 
business!



FINANCIAL

Buying technique foreign equipment uses leasing
If you want buy a new agricultural technique using leasing, “VFC” 
offer next following conditions:
 - advance - from 20% (for self-propelled machines), 30% (for 
trailers);
 - lease term - 60 months;
 - currency - hryvnia, the euro, the US dollar.
Repayment of lease payments - classic, annuity, seasonal schedule.
Insurance of the leased object is in the insurance branches are 
situated accredited leasing company, followed by administration 
of insurance claims all our employees. Provides accelerated 
assessment of the client.

LEASING OF FOREIGN-MADE EQUIPMENT:



Follow us on Instagram, YouTube and Facebook!!



THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION!


